
·  Quickly and easily simulate a burning valve 
·  Equipped with a closable gas tap 
·  Top quality stainless steel 
·  Manual ignition (exclusive) 
·  Including a plastic box measuring 60*40*44 cm 

Stand-alone Flange Fire

Article number
Category

   

049-012-013
Extinguisher Trainers

Product details

Create a real flange fire quickly and safely

The Stand-alone Flange Fire is manually ignited with a separate ignition burner (exclusive). The gas hose is equipped with a squeeze handle 
which regulates the gas supply from the bottle and also allows for this to be turned off quickly. 

The add-on Flange Fire offers challenging OGS training. Closing the gas tap shuts off the gas supply simulated, the instructor releases the 
pinch handle, and the exercise is successful! 

The clever design allows for this attachment to be easily packaged and moved in the plastic box supplied. The box has very handy transport 
measurements of 60*40*44 cm. Produced using top quality stainless steel. Also available as an Add-on for the Vesta. 
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Technical information

Brand: FireWare
Product weight (kg): 10,80
Product dimensions in cm (LxBxH): 56,0 x 36,0 x 40,0
Weight kit (kg): 15,0
Dimensions of the set in cm (LxWxH): 60,0 x 40,0 x 44,0
Including box: Yes, plastic box
Material: RVS/Kunststof
Guarantee: 2 years on product and manufacturing defects

Stand-alone Flange Fire
Gas Hose Set with Squeeze handle
Plastic Box with Lid, 60x40x44 cm, open handle

049-012-013
049-092-011
038-091-036

Item consists of

Ignition Burner
Large

FireWare Chemical
Smell Spray

Color Fluid kit in
plastic box 6 pcs

049-092-003 031-030-004 025-030-009

Related products

FireWare Vesta Add-on Explosion
Cage

Stand-alone Gas
Cylinder

Color Fluid kit in
plastic box 6 pcs

FireWare Phoenix
Silkflame

049-027-005 049-012-038 025-030-009 011-012-005

You may also like

049-012-001

Stand-alone Flange Fire
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